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By David H. Stratton 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 

AT BAYLOR UNIVERSITY, CURRENTLY 

AT UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

Behind Teapot Dome: Some 
Personal Insights* 

E Teapot Dome has long stood in the public mind as a conspicuous sym- 
bol not only of political corruption but of degenerate business morality 
as well. An examination of the charges against Albert B. Fall, therefore, 
though necessarily concerned with political and personal rather than busi- 
ness data, touches the interest of students of business history, whose 
natural concern lies in identifying the factual basis for incidents which 
have become part of the folklore of American business. 

In the summer of 1956 the Democrats assembled in convention 
at Chicago and the nation's television and radio audiences heard 
fervent assertions, amidst a barrage of Bible-Belt platitudes, that 
the Republican Party from 1920 until that time had offered "nothing 
better than Teapot Dome - the great depression - Nixon, Dixon 
and Yates, as well as Benson and McCarthy. ..." 1 Although the 
results of the 1956 election revealed considerable disagreement with 
this assessment of Republican contributions in the last thirty-six 
years, the first item mentioned, the Teapot Dome naval oil contro- 
versy, not only epitomizes for most historians the corruption of the 
worst of all presidential administrations, that of Warren G. Harding, 
but also represents the blackest mark of corruption on the Repub- 
lican Party in this century.2 Teapot Dome has become a part of 
American political folklore, and the man most responsible for it, 

* A condensed version of the article was read as a paper at the Mississippi 
Valley Historical Society meeting in April, 1957, at Lincoln, Nebraska. Professor 
Stratton is currently writing a book about Fall and Teapot Dome. 

1 Copy of keynote speech made at the Democratic National Convention in 
Chicago, Aug. 13, 1956, by Governor Frank G. Clement of Tennessee, sent to 
the writer by Clement. 

"E.g., John D. Hicks and George E. Mowry, A Short History of American 
Democracy (Boston, 1956), pp. 679-680; Richard Hofstadter, et al., The 
United States; The History of a Republic (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1957), 
pp. 630-631. See also Samuel Lubell, The Future of American Politics (New 
York, 1952), p. 239. 
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Albert B. Fall, is usually considered an archtraitor, only slightly 
less despicable than Benedict Arnold. 

Teapot Dome was established as a symbol of political corruption, 
with Fall as the Republican villain, in the election of 1924, and has 
reappeared as a campaign issue at four-year intervals ever since. 
In 1924 the Republicans, needing a scapegoat for the iniquity of the 
Harding administration, pointed smugly at prominent Democrats, 
such as William G. McAdoo, who had also been entwined in the 
oil controversy and settled upon Fall as the Republican to bear all 
the blame. The Democrats, on the other hand, realized the utility 
of Teapot Dome in their efforts to pin the corruption label on their 
opponents and, with some difficulty, nourished it through that elec- 
tion and the campaign of 1928 as well.3 It was not enough to win 
either contest for them, but, as Cordell Hull, the Democratic na- 
tional chairman in 1924, afterwards observed, it was a "windfall" 
for his party.4 And, with the aid of the extended, sensational litiga- 
tion which followed the congressional investigation of Fall's oil 
deals, Teapot Dome was continually in the headlines for almost a 
decade. Such long and concentrated attention fixed the oil contro- 
versy in the Democratic repertoire. 

As a result of Teapot Dome, Albert B. Fall's reputation suffered 
a sudden and devastating eclipse. He had served nine tempestuous 
years in the Senate when his fellow senator and close friend, 
President-elect Harding, named him for the Cabinet in 1921. Fall 
had been exploiting the natural resources in the Southwest and in 
Mexico as a prospector, practical miner, mining investor, farmer, 
and rancher for nearly forty years. His belief in the unrestrained 
disposition of the public lands was as typically Western as his 
black, broad-brimmed Stetson hat and his love of fine horses. He 
was a remnant of an extravagant age, the nineteenth century, when 
the natural resources had been unlimited and open for unrestricted 
exploitation." Consequently it should not have been surprising that 

' See J. Leonard Bates, "The Teapot Dome Scandal and the Election of 
1924," The American Historical Review, Vol. LX (Jan., 1955), pp. 303-322; 
Roy V. Peel and Thomas C. Donnelly, The 1928 Campaign; An Analysis (New 
York, 1931), pp. 52-71. 

'Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull (2 vols.; New York, 1948), Vol. 
I, pp. 114-115. 

SFor accounts concerning Fall's life see David H. Stratton, "Albert B. Fall 
and the Teapot Dome Affair" (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Department 
of History, University of Colorado, Boulder, 1955); by the same author, "Presi- 
dent Wilson's Smelling Committee," The Colorado Quarterly, Vol. V (Autumn, 
1956), pp. 164-184, and "New Mexican Machiavellian? The Story of Albert B. 
Fall," Montana, The Magazine of Western History, Vol. VII (Oct., 1957), pp. 2-14. 
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after becoming Secretary of the Interior and rather surreptitiously 
assuming control of certain naval oil lands, he negotiated agree- 
ments with two petroleum magnates, Harry F. Sinclair and Edward 
L. Doheny, for the tapping of Teapot Dome Naval Oil Reserve in 
Wyoming and Elk Hills Naval Oil Reserve in California, both set 
aside for the Navy's use only in case of emergency. The astonishing 
part came later. First in 1924, and later in 1928, a Senate investi- 
gating committee, guided by Senator Thomas J. Walsh of Montana, 
revealed that Fall had received personally at least $404,000 and 
assorted livestock from the two oilmen, Sinclair and Doheny.6 

Because of the Teapot Dome scandal, a term which became the 
popular appellation for the irregularities in the leasing of both the 
Wyoming and California reserves, Fall was broken in health, repu- 
tation, and finances. Old and ill, the former Secretary of the Interior 
went to prison in 1931 for accepting a $100,000 bribe from Doheny, 
and became the first American Cabinet officer ever convicted and 
imprisoned for a felony committed while in office. The oil debacle 
obscured his prior prestige; all he had left was a tainted past. Only 
a few remembered his fearlessness and character of earlier days. 
There were many who never had a high opinion of Fall, but even 
at the time of his death in 1944, when the ignominy had been piling 
up for years, a popular periodical assessed his career with near 
accuracy by stating, "The ugly chapter in Fall's life could not have 
been foreseen by the public. His reputation for honesty, integrity, 
and fearlessness had been impeccable." 7 Ex-Senator Henry Foun- 
tain Ashurst, an Arizona Democrat whose service in the Senate 
paralleled Fall's, was astounded when the evidence against his 
former colleague started appearing. "I was amazed and it seemed 
to me a monument of manhood toppled when he fell." 8 

" The hearings of this committee and its findings are in U. S. Senate, Leases 
Upon Naval Oil Reserves, Hearings Before the Committee on Public Lands and 
Surveys Pursuant to S. Res. 282, 294, and 434, 67th Cong., and S. Res. 147, 
68th Cong. (Washington, 1924); U. S. Senate, Leases Upon Naval Oil Reserves, 
Report No. 794, 68th Cong., 1st Sess. and 2d Sess. (Washington, 1924 and 
1925); U. S. Senate, Leases Upon Naval Oil Reserves, Hearings Before the 
Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., Pursuant to 
S. Res. 101 (Washington, 1928); and U. S. Senate, Investigation of Activities 
of Continental Trading Co., Report No. 1326, 70th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washing- 
ton, 1928). 

7 Newsweek, Vol. XXIV (Dec. 11, 1944), pp. 38, 40. 
8 Ashurst to the writer, Nov. 1, 1956. Senator Ashurst expressed the same 

opinion at the time the Teapot Dome committee was revealing the ruinous 
findings. See entry in Ashurst s diary, Jan. 16, 1924. Microfilm copy in Univer- 
sity of Arizona Library, Tucson. 
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On the other hand, many of Fall's contemporaries, with the 
advantage of hindsight and the fear of splattering oil, attempted 
to give the impression in both written and public statements that 
he, Fall, had always been a villain, even before Teapot Dome, and 
some of his more prominent associates of earlier years went so far 
as to try to conceal their former respect and admiration for him. 

An index to the papers of President Calvin Coolidge, who as 
Vice President sat in on meetings of the Harding Cabinet and pre- 
sided over the Senate when the resolution to instigate the Teapot 
Dome inquiry was discussed and passed, is now in the Library of 
Congress along with the Coolidge manuscripts. This index was 
formulated while Coolidge was in the White House, and it contains 
several references relevant to Teapot Dome, but most of the im- 
portant files bearing upon this subject, described in the index, 
cannot now be found among the Coolidge papers. 

About a year after Fall left the Senate to become Secretary of the 
Interior, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge asserted that Fall's departure 
to the Cabinet had been a serious loss to him because they had 
become good friends.9 Later Lodge edited his correspondence with 
Theodore Roosevelt as his last literary effort. His most recent 
biographer, Professor John A. Garraty, observes that the first manu- 
script of this work contained some flattering references to the 
former New Mexico senator. But before it went into print the oil 
scandal broke. Lodge did additional editing; he went through the 
manuscript and eliminated every mention of Fall. Lodge evidently 
did not want it known he had been a friend of the man who was 
accused of defrauding the government in the sensational Teapot 
Dome affair.10 On the other hand, Roosevelt, who had died in 1919 
before the naval oil controversy erupted, had described Fall as "the 
kind of public servant of whom all Americans should feel proud," 
and had also stated, "For two or three years Senator Fall has been 
on the whole, with the possible exception of Senator Poindexter, 
the man with whom I have been able most cordially to co-operate 
among all of the people at Washington. He has done capital work 
in the Mexican business." 11 

"Lodge to Mrs. Albert B. Fall, Feb. 15 [19221. This letter is among the 
correspondence files, papers, and documents held by the Fall family; here- 
after cited as Fall Family Papers. " 

John A. Garraty, Henry Cabot Lodge: A Biography (New York, 1953), 
fn. 6, p. 421. 

n Roosevelt to Fall, June 17, 1916; to Bronson Cutting, Aug. 8, 1916, in 
Elting E. Morison, et al., eds., The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt (8 vols.; 
Cambridge, 1951-54), Vol. VIII, pp. 1065, 1097-1098. 
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Ex-President Herbert Hoover, who was Secretary of Commerce 
in the Harding administration, has also been plagued by Teapot 
Dome. The oil leases were apparently discussed in Cabinet meet- 
ings, and, according to Fall, "Mr. Hoover and myself were rather 
more than friendly during our association in the Cabinet." Soon 
after the death of Harding, Fall returned from Russia, where he 
had advised Sinclair on oil matters, and the ex-Secretary of the 
Interior and his wife had dinner with the Hoovers, but the two 
men had no communication after this social engagement in the late 
summer of 1923.12 

There were those who said Hoover must have known about the 
manipulations in the Interior Department and should have exposed 
them.13 This was enough to put him under a cloud and link him, 
as the Republican presidential candidate, to Teapot Dome, the 
corruption issue in the election of 1928. Also, Hoover had written 
a warm farewell to Fall when he resigned from the Interior Depart- 
ment in March, 1923, saying that this agency had "never had so 
constructive and legal a headship as you gave it" and expressing 
the hope that Fall would soon return to public office.'4 Fall pub- 
lished the letter in a series of syndicated newspaper articles he 
wrote just before going to prison in 1931, thus adding another coal 
of fire on the depression President's head.15 

Hoover does not admit any friendship with Fall and disclaims 
any knowledge of his wrongdoing. Yet the former President's 
prominence in the Republican Party is one of the main reasons the 
Democrats still find Teapot Dome an effective campaign barb. 
This can be illustrated by an event of recent years. In 1952, when 
Hoover hurled charges of corruption at the Truman administration, 
he was immediately confronted by the Democrats with the words 
he wrote Fall in 1923 and his association with the Harding adminis- 
tration.', 

Lodge's and Hoover's "poor memory" concerning their esteem for 
Fall prior to Teapot Dome does not absolve him of any guilt in the 

P Fall to Frank J. Hogan, Sept. 15, 1930, Fall Family Papers. 
' Samuel Hopkins Adams, Incredible Era; The Life and Times of Warren 

Gamaliel Harding (Boston, 1939), pp. 303-304. 
, Hoover to Fall, Mar. 12, 1923. Photostat of original, Fall Family Papers. 15 Fall with Magner White, in a series of fifteen articles for the North Ameri- 

can Newspaper Alliance, which appeared in July and August of 1931. The 
final article quoted the Hoover letter verbatim. In the El Paso (Texas) Times, 
Aug. 2, 1931. " Herbert Hoover, The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover (3 vols.; New York, 
1951-52), Vol. II, pp. 47-48; New York Times, Feb. 24, 1952. 
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naval oil transactions. The collapse of Fall's reputation did not 
come, however, until some nine months after his resignation from 
the Cabinet. 

Some of those critical of Fall's record on Indian rights, con- 
servation, and Mexican affairs had been unhappy about his appoint- 
ment as Secretary of the Interior. Yet Senator Walsh, later the 
spearhead of the investigation into Fall's handling of the Navy's oil 
reserves, wrote to congratulate the Secretary-designate. He added, 
"As you know, this position is scarcely second in importance to that 
of the presidency, so far as the material interests of the people of 
our State are concerned."17 President-elect Harding, who had 
wanted to name Fall Secretary of State until dissuaded by Repub- 
lican leaders, had insisted that his friend join the administration. 
A month before Fall took office he wrote his wife about Harding's 
offer: 18 

He thinks that the Interior Department, is second only to the State Department 
in importance and that there is more opportunity for graft and scandal con- 
nected with the disposition of public lands &c, than there could be in any other 
Department, and he wants a man who is thoroughly familiar with the business 
and one he can rely upon as thoroughly honest .... 

Although there was a possibility that the designation of Herbert 
Hoover as Secretary of Commerce might be challenged by the 
Senate, the opposition did not materialize, and the entire Harding 
Cabinet was approved following a surprise personal appearance 
by the new President to present the list of nominations. Fall's 
name drew a spontaneous burst of applause, and his appointment 
was uniquely confirmed without the formality of referring it to a 
committee.19 

While in the Department of the Interior, Fall was often under 
fire, just as he had been in the Senate. His proposals for the na- 
tional parks and forest reserves brought him into heated contro- 
versy with Stephen Mather, Director of the National Park Service, 

" Walsh to Fall, Feb. 26, 1921, Fall Family Papers. * Fall to Mrs. Fall, Feb. 4, 1921, Fall Family Papers. 
1 New York Times, Mar. 5, 1921; The Chicago Daily Tribune, Mar. 5, 1921; 

Associated Press report in The Rocky Mountain News (Denver), Mar. 5, 1921; 
Congressional Record, 67th Cong., Special Sess., pp. 6-7 (Mar. 4, 1921); 
Mark Sullivan, The Twenties, Vol. VI of Our Times: The United States 1900- 
1925 (6 vols.; New York, 1926-35), fn. 7, pp. 146-147. Senator Robert M. 
La Follette of Wisconsin may have intended to oppose Fall's appointment had 
not President Harding's surprise appearance happened. Belle C. and Fola La 
Follette, Robert M. La Follette (2 vols.; New York, 1953), Vol. II, pp. 1024, 
1041. 
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and Secretary of Agriculture Henry C. Wallace, and with conserva- 
tionists such as Gifford Pinchot. His sponsorship of legislation 
concerning Pueblo Indian lands likewise drew criticism.20 And the 
Senate had hotly debated his oil transactions and authorized the 
investigation of them ten months before Fall's voluntary resignation 
in March of 1923. At the time he left public life, however, no 
evidence of corruption in the Interior Department had been re- 
vealed, and his integrity was generally unimpugned, although he 
probably had more enemies than the average politician who has 
served for eleven years in offices on the national level. Then came 
the revelations of the Senate inquiry. 

Fall defended his personal acquisitions from Sinclair and Doheny 
as legitimate loans and normal business transactions having no 
bearing on his leasing policy for the naval oil reserves. The live- 
stock had been sent by Sinclair without Fall's specific approval. 
The first $35,000 from Sinclair constituted a loan and a reimburse- 
ment for expenses incurred while accompanying the oil millionaire 
as an adviser on a trip to Russia for negotiations regarding petro- 
leum concessions. He had made this trip after resigning from the 
Cabinet and with President Harding's blessing. As for $233,000 in 
Liberty Bonds, that was Sinclair's payment for a one-third interest 
in Fall's New Mexico ranch, and the last $36,000, in cash, from the 
same source had been obtained as "a line of credit" for operating 
expenses and improvements on the ranch in which Sinclair had 
invested. Although Doheny, his old friend of frontier days, had 
some difficulty producing the promissory note bearing his signature, 
Fall maintained that the $100,000 Doheny had sent him in a little 
black bag was a regular loan.21 

In arguing that his personal financial affairs had not influenced 
his leasing policy in the Interior Department, Fall asserted that 
the government, and not he, had been the sole beneficiary during 
his administration of the Navy's emergency oil supply. His agree- 
ments with the two oil magnates allowing them to drill on the 

"•Robert Shankland, Steve Mather of the National Parks (New York, 1951), 
pp. 221-224; Russell Lord, The Wallaces of Iowa (Boston, 1947), pp. 225-229; 
New York Times, Mar. 12, 1922; Robert Sterling Yard, "New Mexico Aflame 
Against Two Bills," The Outlook, Vol. CXXXIII (Jan. 17, 1923), pp. 124-125. 

' Fall expressed this line of defense many times, especially when he was 
tried for accepting a bribe in 1929. See United States of America vs. Albert 
B. Fall, Criminal No. 42304, In the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, 
"Transcript of Proceedings," Vol. VIII, pp. 799-806, 815-860; Vol. XI, pp. 
1367-1513. There are seventeen volumes of these typewritten transcripts; 
copies in Teapot Dome File, Justice and Executive Section, National Archives. 
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Wyoming and California reserves had saved these leaky under- 
ground reservoirs from drainage through private wells on adjoining 
fields. His program envisioned preservation of the oil for future 
use in above-ground storage tanks, as well as making it immediately 
available to the Navy whose top brass were nervously anticipating 
an attack by the Japanese in the Pacific. Through Fall's arrange- 
ments with Sinclair and Doheny, the short-funded Navy, pinched 
by the economies of postwar isolationism, could exchange its crude 
oil in the Wyoming and California reserves for refined oil at several 
Atlantic, Caribbean, and Pacific ports, principally in the Pacific 
area. Fall took special pride in the Doheny agreement which would 
not only provide fuel oil, but which also required his friend's com- 
pany to construct extensive naval storage facilities at Pearl Harbor 
as well.22 

After the Teapot Dome controversy broke, Fall wrote Doheny, 
"[Secretary of the Navy Edwin] Denby may have been actuated 
solely by fear of war with Japan. I was actuated: primarily, by a 
sense of responsibility in the matter of saving the Navy its oils 
[that is, from drainage]; and secondarily, to place the same in a 
form and in places where they could be utilized." 23 When Pearl 
Harbor became America's last major stronghold and the nerve 
center of the Pacific in World War II, Fall was convinced that his 
thwarted efforts to build a great fuel depot there twenty years before 
had been vindicated.24 

These explanations have been attacked ever since as nothing 
more than frail coverings for shocking graft and corruption in 
public office. Although Fall always had his warm partisans, in the 
eyes of the country as a whole he died in 1944 a discredited public 
servant. No matter what explanations may be presented, his ac- 
ceptance of the money from Sinclair and Doheny while holding 
a public trust was reprehensible and foolish, and he must have 
known the possible implications. Obviously this was much worse 
than accepting a five-pound ham or a free railroad pass, as public 
officials had sometimes done. 

Actually it is difficult, however, to fix the degree of his guilt. 
Taking the money was clearly wrong, but were the oil deals a 
sinister, well-conceived plot in which Fall brazenly bargained with 

"See articles by Fall for North American Newspaper Alliance, numbers 
five, six, seven, ten, and twelve. In El Paso Times, July 23, 24, 25, 28, 30, 1931. 

' Fall to Doheny, July 31, 1925, Fall Family Papers. 
4 Mrs. Fall to H. V. Kaltenborn, National Broadcasting Co. news com- 

mentator, Dec. 16, 1941, Fall Family Papers; El Paso Times, Dec. 1, 1944. 
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the highest bidders to rob the nation of valuable natural resources 
affecting the national security? Or, was he guilty of a serious in- 
discretion in his personal transactions with the two oilmen? The 
former is doubtful and would be difficult to prove from the record. 
Because of his conservation views, and for this reason alone, Fall 
no doubt would have turned over the reserves to Sinclair and 
Doheny anyway, or to some other representatives of private enter- 
prise. Such an attitude made bribery unnecessary. 

As for the $100,000 from Doheny, on which Fall's bribery con- 
viction was based, it appears likely that Fall's old friend of prospect- 
ing days would have loaned him the money regardless of the oil 
leases, if only to secure his services and his knowledge of Latin- 
American affairs after he retired from the Cabinet. Fall later ex- 
plained it this way to Frank J. Hogan, Doheny's chief counsel in 
the naval oil litigation: 25 

I have never been able to make myself believe that Mr. Doheny had the re- 
motest idea of influencing my official actions by making me a loan of $100,000. 
I was egotistical enough to believe at the time, and I have always held the 
same opinion, that knowing of the pending developments of oil, and other 
possibilities of American companies in Venezuela and Colombia, as well as that 
development which was continuous in Mexico . . . , that he was desirous of 
securing my services in connection with his operations because of my supposed 
knowledge of Latin-American laws and customs . . . , and I believed and yet 
believe that if Mr. Doheny was influenced in making this loan by anything 
other than pure friendship and the fact he was possessed of unlimited resources, 
that such influence was through the desire to have a first call upon my services 
when I went out of official life. 

Doheny made a hobby of hiring ex-Cabinet officers, whether Re- 
publicans or Democrats. After resigning from his post in the 
Harding administration, Fall had assisted Doheny in several enter- 
prises, and he was to have started his official employment with the 
oilman January 1, 1924, at a salary of about $50,000 a year.26 

As mentioned previously, Fall always contended that $233,000 of 
the money coming from Sinclair had been for the purchase of a 
one-third interest in his New Mexico ranch, and that the remainder 
came as loans and in payment for advisory services. In 1928, when 
Sinclair was tried for conspiracy to defraud the government, a jury 
agreed with this contention and acquitted the oil magnate. Ex- 

' Fall to Hogan, Jan. 21, 1929, Fall Family Papers. ' Leases Upon Naval Reserves (1923-24 hearings), pp. 274, 1014-1015, 
1704-1705, 1771-1883, 1918-1932; New York Times, Nov. 28, 1923; Fall to 
Henry A. Wise, July 1, 1925; to Doheny, July 31, 1925; to Frank J. Hogan, Jan. 
21, 1929, Fall Family Papers. 
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plaining the controversial verdict, one member of the panel de- 
clared: 27 

Although the Government counsel made a good impression they did not prove 
Sinclair conspired with Fall to lease the property [Teapot Dome]. If Fall had 
wanted to sell the lease it seems to me that he would have gone after at least 
$2,000,000 and would not have accepted $233,000, as he could have gotten 
more. 

Of course many challenged the jury's verdict. Senator George W. 
Norris of Nebraska was one of these. "Sinclair has too much money 
to be convicted. We ought to pass a law that no man worth $100,- 
000,000 should be tried for a crime. That at least would make us 
consistent." 28 

Extensive civil litigation forced Sinclair and Doheny to return 
the naval oil lands to the government, but Fall's bribery conviction 
in 1929 for accepting the $100,000 as what he said was a loan from 
Doheny was the federal prosecution's only notable accomplishment 
in the various criminal cases. This lone conviction of significance 
came after Fall and Doheny had already been jointly acquitted of 
conspiracy to defraud the government and a jury had handed down 
the same verdict for Sinclair on a similar charge. In the 1929 
bribery trial the court also admitted for consideration evidence 
regarding the former Secretary of the Interior's financial arrange- 
ments with Sinclair. In effect, the jury was burdened with deter- 
mining whether Fall had been an unfaithful public servant, not 
necessarily with deciding if the government had suffered injury 
because of his actions.29 The emphasis on this clear-cut issue, to 
the virtual exclusion of the complicated drainage problem and 
related technicalities, presented to the everyday-citizen jury a 
question they could understand. The verdict was guilty, and Fall, 
by this time old and ill, was taken to prison in an ambulance in 1931. 

Since this conviction labeled the $100,000 as tainted money, it 
seemed reasonable to assume that another jury would look at 
Doheny's part in the money exchange the same way. But in 1930 
the oilman was acquitted of giving Fall a bribe. Judge William 
Hitz, who had also presided in the Fall bribery trial, told the jury 
to disregard the previous conviction.0? 

New York Times, April 22, 1928. 
Ibid. 

* Francis X. Busch, Enemies of the State, Notable American Trials series (In- 
dianapolis, 1954), pp. 162-163. 

' United States of America vs. Edward L. Doheny, Criminal No. 42305, 
In the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, "Transcript of Proceedings," 
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Even if Fall had a corrupt intention in connection with that transaction, it does 
not follow that Doheny had the same intent. You are here to find what was in 
Doheny's mind, not what was in Fall's mind. And unless you are convinced 
beyond a reasonable doubt that at the time that Doheny sent the $100,000 
mentioned in evidence to Fall he had in his own mind a corrupt intent to bribe 
Fall ... , then it is your duty to return a verdict of not guilty. 

The jury, not being psychologists or mind readers, acquitted on the 
first ballot. Public servant Fall was guilty of taking a $100,000 
bribe, while oil millionaire Doheny was innocent of giving a bribe 
in the same transaction. Evidently the nation expected a higher 
code of ethics for its public servants than for its millionaires. 

Fall's personal financial arrangements with Sinclair and other 
information, which had been admitted as evidence against the 
ex-Secretary of the Interior, had been excluded from the Doheny 
trial. Also, a different federal statute from the one used against 
Fall had been involved in the Doheny trial, and each law empha- 
sized the intent of the person concerned. But still the last jury's 
decision, according to The Nation, tended "to shake confidence in 
the operation of our law." a3 One of the government prosecutors, 
Atlee Pomerene, declared that the jury system in the District of 
Columbia, where both cases were tried, had fallen down because 
of the intelligence of the jurors available to decide such complex 
cases.32 The New Republic optimistically maintained that despite 
the verdict Doheny was still guilty before the bar of public opinion, 
"and largely because of that fact, the easy morality of Harding's 
day has disappeared." 33 

Fall himself would never admit he was guilty of graft or corrup- 
tion, nor would his immediate family. His wife waged a spirited 
crusade of vindication until the day she died. The Fall papers 
contain no evidence of a corrupt oil plot with either Sinclair or 
Doheny. But written material of this sort, if any, is seldom pre- 
served in correspondence files. As with every public servant, Albert 
B. Fall must stand responsible for the record of his administration 
in the Interior Department, and plainly he was one who insisted 
on being master in his own realm. Yet he did not negotiate the 
complicated contracts and leases singlehandedly or without the 

Vol. IX, p. 1611. There are ten volumes of these typewritten transcripts; copies in Teapot Dome File, Justice and Executive Section, National Archives. 
" The Nation, Vol. CXXX (April 2, 1930), p. 382. 
" Pomerene to Benjamin Tuska, April 29, 1930, Teapot Dome File, National 

Archives. 
" The New Republic, Vol. LXII (April 2, 1930), pp. 174-175. 
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knowledge and aid of his own subordinates as well as members of 
the Navy Department, several of whom testified to the worthiness 
of the transactions. The failure to encourage competitive bidding 
and to announce publicly the Teapot Dome and Elk Hills deals 
until congressional pressure was exerted, however, cast suspicion 
on these negotiations.34 

Whatever his motivations in the oil episode, Fall's worst blunder, 
besides taking the money itself, was writing a letter in December, 
1923, to the Teapot Dome investigating committee in which he 
declared that the $100,000 from Doheny had come instead from an- 
other close friend, Edward B. McLean, a playboy newspaper owner, 
and that he had never received any funds from the two millionaire 
oilmen. This falsehood, he said in 1928, was "the only thing in the 
world" he regretted about the whole affair except "the suffering of 
my poor wife and daughters." 35 The letter was intended, of course, 
to end the inquiry before Senator Walsh discovered the real source 
of Fall's affluence. 

When Walsh had found evidence of oil-splattered money and 
had called on the former Secretary of the Interior to explain the 

origin of these funds to the committee, Fall had sent word he was 
ill and had not appeared. Various fellow Republicans, including 
Senators Reed Smoot and Irvine L. Lenroot of the investigating 
group, had unsuccessfully implored him to defend himself and the 

integrity of the Republican Party by testifying where he had ob- 
tained the $100,000 with the hope this would end the investigation."6 
In fact, when Fall told Smoot and Lenroot that he might have 
received it from several different sources and had included Mc- 
Lean's name among them, one of the senators stated, according to 
Fall, that if the ex-Cabinet officer would tell the committee that 

newspaperman McLean was his benefactor, the taint of oil would 
be removed from the money, and "such an answer would blow 

" Leases Upon Naval Reserves (1923-24 hearings), pp. 1, 27, 2017-2020, 
2058; Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 5792, 6041 (April 21, 
28, 1922). ' 

Deposition of Fall taken in El Paso, March 29 to April 1, 1928, for the 
Sinclair conspiracy trial. Copies are in Teapot Dome File, National Archives, 
and in the Library of Texas Western College, El Paso. 

T Leases Upon Naval Reserves (1923-24 hearings), pp. 1429-1433, 2374ff.; 
Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 3230-3233, 3319-3320 (Feb. 
28 and 29, 1924). Memorandum by Fall concerning the writing of the letter 
of Dec. 26, 1923; and Fall to Henry A. Wise, July 1, 1925, Fall Family Papers. 
Senator Thomas J. Walsh to David F. Pugh, Dec. 13, 1927, Thomas J. Walsh 
Papers, Library of Congress. 
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Walsh out of the water and stop the entire proceeding." Fall stub- 
bornly replied that he did not intend to give any information at all 
to the committee about this part of his personal affairs.37 

On the night after Christmas of 1923 important callers had come 
to Fall's Wardman Park apartment in Washington, and had found 
him sick in bed. Among them was Will H. Hays, who had been 
the Republican national chairman in the 1920 election and after- 
wards Postmaster General in the Harding administration. Hays 
had reason for great concern because Sinclair had donated at least 
$160,000 for the retirement of the 1920 Republican campaign debt, 
and much of that sum had come from the same group of Liberty 
Bonds Sinclair had used to buy the one-third interest in Fall's New 
Mexico ranch. This was the largest single contribution given by 
any Republican in the country, and had been offered at about the 
same time the Senate committee began uncovering the damaging 
details of Fall's finances. The proximity of these two events led 
Senator Walsh to speculate afterwards that Sinclair's generosity 
might have been inspired by the oilman's "dire need of friends at 
court." Evidently Hays was now worried lest the investigating 
committee expose the details of the Republican Party's financial 
arrangements and somehow link them to Sinclair's money trans- 
actions with Fall, thus creating a landslide of criticism which would 
not only crush Fall but other prominent Republicans and the party's 
hopes for the 1924 election as well.38 

In a long and spirited discussion that night in the Wardman 
Park Hotel, Hays urged Fall to end the probe into his financial 
affairs. Sinclair was probably present also to offer his pleas to the 
bedridden Fall. Finally Fall dictated a letter to the committee 
saying he had obtained the money in question from McLean. 

Although Fall always maintained he had dictated all of the letter, 
and that it was not composed for him by some of those in his apart- 
ment that night, Hays, Sinclair, and a Sinclair attorney were prob- 
ably hovering over his bed as he dictated.39 The next day the letter, 
transmitted by an unknown hand, turned up as the first topic of 

" Memorandum by Fall concerning the writing of the letter of Dec. 26, 
1923; Fall to Henry A. Wise, July 1, 1925, Fall Family Papers. 

'Investigation of Activities of Continental Trading Co. (1928 report). ' Fall to Henry A. Wise, July 1, 1925. In an unpublished manuscript, dated 
1941, Mrs. Fall, who was there, said the others present besides Hays when 
the letter was written were Sinclair and one of his attorneys, G. T. Stanford, 
and a stenographer; Fall Family Papers. See also deposition of Fall for Sin- 
clair conspiracy trial, 1928. 
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business for the investigating group. This became the turning point 
of the probe. As Senator Walsh remarked, ". . . the knowing ones 
smiled incredulously at the idea of Ned McLean's having such a 
sum of money at hand to loan, though rich in property, or of his 
loaning it if he had it." 40 When the Senate committee revealed 
that Fall had lied about his finances, this cast a sinister light on 
every aspect of the naval oil transactions, and the Teapot Dome 
scandal spouted up. 

This great lie cost Albert B. Fall everything. Just why a shrewd 
politician would take such a chance is unanswerable. Undoubtedly 
he thought it was the easiest way out; that is, it would end the 
inquiry. The pressure from his Republican friends and Sinclair, his 
adherence to the frontier ethics of protecting a "pardner," Doheny, 
who was then engaged in a giant fund-raising campaign for the 
formation of a new petroleum company,41 and his serious illness at 
the time no doubt influenced his action. After his bribery convic- 
tion in 1929 he explained the letter as an attempt to prevent political 
abuse from pouring in upon the administration of his dead chief, 
President Harding, and to save the Coolidge administration from 
the same fate in the election of 1924: 42 

In December, 1923, nearly ten months after I had retired from public life, I 

suddenly found myself assailed by my enemies with a demand to know where I 
got the money to buy the Harris ranch. I knew perfectly well, at that time that 
the Democratic leaders were preparing to wage war on the Republican Admin- 
istration by making charges of general dishonesty. My friend Harding was 
dead. The new [Coolidge] Administration would not want to be burdened 
with my defense. I knew that if I disclosed that Doheny had loaned me the 
money an avalanche of political abuse would be let loose against the Repub- 
lican Administration, against Doheny and against me. I knew the temper of the 
public press, and how it could be used under such circumstances from the floor 
of the Senate. I knew that under these circumstances my reputation would be 
defamed, and that I would be unable to adequately meet in the public press 
the charges against me. To avoid this calamity I made the unspeakable blunder 
of attempting to evade the matter by an untruth. I wrote the Committee I had 
obtained the money from McLean. I thus made a bad matter very, very much 
worse. 

"'Thomas J. Walsh, "The True History of Teapot Dome," The Forum, 
Vol. LXXII (July, 1924), p. 10. 

' The parent organization, Pan American Petroleum and Transport Company, 
voted in November, 1923, to raise $20,000,000 for the establishment of a 
new subsidiary, the Pan American Western Company: New York Times, Nov. 
28, 1923. 

"From a statement by Fall for press release, Nov. 4, 1929, Fall Family 
Papers. 
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No matter what motivated him, it was one of the greatest mistakes 
of his life. 

Just before going to jail in 1931, however, Fall was stigmatized 
with another transgression growing out of Teapot Dome. His ac- 
cuser was no less than the President of the United States, Herbert 
Hoover, a friend during the Harding regime. Speaking at the 
belated dedication of the Harding Memorial in June, 1931, Hoover 
told of accompanying Harding on the trip to Alaska immediately 
preceding his death and of seeing "a man whose soul was being 
seared by a great disillusionment" because of a "dim realization" 
that he had been betrayed by friends holding positions of public 
trust.43 In effect, Hoover implied that Harding had died of a 
broken heart, and thus indirectly saddled Fall with most of the 
blame because the former Secretary of the Interior's bribery con- 
viction and pending imprisonment were then current news."44 

This was not the first time there had been such intimations. In 
his book Masks in a Pageant, published in 1928, William Allen 
White had told of a clandestine conference between Harding and 
Fall's wife in Kansas City while the President was enroute to 
Alaska. No one seemed to know what Mrs. Fall said in the hour 
she was "closeted" with the President in the Muelbach Hotel's 
presidential suite, but Harding had appeared "perturbed and anx- 
ious" as he went to his speech that evening. With the benefit of 
hindsight White seemed to suggest some connection between this 
mysterious conference and Teapot Dome, which was revealed a 
few months later. 

White also told of the arrival of a long, coded message from 
Washington which had greatly disturbed Harding during the return 
cruise from Alaska. Near collapse, but withholding the contents 
of this dispatch, Harding had kept asking Hoover and others aboard 
what a hypothetical President should do when he found his friends 
had betrayed him.45 Several days later Harding died in San Fran- 
cisco. 

" The entire speech is in the New York Times, June 17, 1931. " "People do not die from a broken heart, but people with bad hearts may reach the end much sooner from great worries": Hoover, Memoirs, Vol. II, 
p. 51. ' William Allen White, Masks in a Pageant (New York, 1928), pp. 431-433. 
In a later work, The Autobiography of William Allen White (New York, 
1946), pp. 623-624, White stated that he was at the door of the presidential suite in Kansas City talking with Harding when Mrs. Fall arrived. See also 
White, A Puritan in Babylon: The Story of Calvin Coolidge (New York, 
1938), pp. 238-240. 
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After President Hoover's speech at the dedication of the Harding 
Memorial in 1931, Mrs. Fall's secret conference with Harding in 
Kansas City and the message she had taken to him, if any, caused 
much speculation. Fall's wife maintained that her visit had been 
a pre-arranged social call, that she had not been alone with the 
President all evening, and that the naval oil leases had not been 
mentioned.46 Soon after Hoover's address, Senator Arthur Capper 
of Kansas, who had been a guest in the presidential suite that eve- 
ning and from whom White had supposedly obtained most of his 
information, publicly substantiated the main points of Mrs. Fall's 
version of the meeting, thus contradicting nearly everything attrib- 
uted to him in Masks in a Pageant.47 

Judson Welliver, a White House aid and White's principal in- 
formant on the events of the Alaskan trip, also disclaimed much 
of the information presented by White. He did confirm the appear- 
ance of a naval airplane with a communication for the President 
during the return from Alaska. But, although the message caused 
Harding serious concern, and the White House aid and Hoover 
had afterwards speculated whether it involved Teapot Dome, 
neither Welliver nor Hoover ever seemed to find out the contents. 

Welliver was certain that the arrival of the secret message had 
not caused the President to go around asking his trusted advisers 
aboard what a President should do when duped by his friends, as 
reported by White. He theorized that White or someone else had 
this confused with a serious talk Welliver had with Harding in 
Washington before the departure for Alaska in which the President 
had revealed that a certain congressional leader and others he did 
not name had betrayed his confidence. This conversation had made 
a special impression on Welliver's mind because in it Harding had 
definitely declared he was going to seek a second term and state 
the case against his false friends to the people. Until then Harding's 
candidacy for re-election had been problematical.48 

In his Memoirs Hoover tells about a conversation with a troubled 
Harding, before the naval airplane delivered the coded message, 
when the President said he had recently discovered a politically 
damaging scandal in the Justice Department involving one of his 

"'Mrs. Fall to White, Aug. 28, 1931, Fall Family Papers. Interview with 
Fall family in El Paso by A. B. MacDonald, The Kansas City Star, July 12, 
1931. 

,7 Capper quoted in The Kansas City Star, July 12, 1931; White to Mrs. Fall, 
Sept. 2, 1931, Fall Family Papers. " Welliver to Mrs. Fall, May 16, 1938, Fall Family Papers. 
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old Ohio cronies, Jesse Smith. The President asked Hoover what 
he would do in such a situation, and Hoover said the scandal should 
be publicized. This may have been the origin of White's story about 
Harding nervously asking what a President should do when be- 
trayed by his friends.49 Significantly, however, neither Fall nor 
Teapot Dome appears to have been mentioned in Harding's talks 
with Welliver and Hoover. 

On the basis of this evidence, circumstantial as it may be in some 
points, it seems fairly certain that Albert B. Fall and Teapot Dome 
had no part in Harding's death. The President died without learn- 

ing the baser aspects of the oil deals, although there is little doubt 
he was a victim of the strains of the presidential office.50 In fact, 
at the time of Mrs. Fall's visit to the Muelbach Hotel and the deliv- 

ery of the coded message by the naval airplane, the Teapot Dome 
hearings had not yet started, and there was little indication that 
the inquiry would blossom into the sensational proportions of six 
months later.5' Fall was in Europe advising Sinclair on Russian 

petroleum concessions; Senator Walsh was touring the Orient and 
then mending political fences in Montana. It is also significant 
that Harding's widow, the devoted "Duchess," who was with the 
President on the Alaskan trip and until he died in San Francisco, 
remained friendly with the Fall family, even after Teapot Dome 

erupted.52 Mrs. Harding went to her death in November, 1924, 
probably believing implicitly in Albert B. Fall, just as did her hus- 
band. 

But Fall's historical reputation does not rest on Harding's regard 
for him. The sensational revelations of the Senate investigation in 
the first months of 1924 came at the right time to get much fanfare 
in the presidential election of that year. Since then Fall and Teapot 

' Hoover, Memoirs, Vol. II, p. 49. 
SNavy doctor Joel T. Boone, one of the presidential physicians attending 

Harding at the time of his death, stated that Harding died of natural causes 
as a victim of the presidential office with no person nor single incident directly 
responsible: Boone to Mrs. Fall, July 20, 1939, Fall Family Papers. Colonel 
Edmund W. Starling, whose book, Starling of the White House, with Thomas 
Sugrue (New York, 1946), is not always a reliable source, claims that while he 
was assigned to the White House Secret Service detail, he acquired a letter 
from a person in the West warning about an impending scandal over naval oil 
leases. He maintains that he showed the letter to Harding in Washington, and 
that the President was badly shaken by it. See pp. 192-193. 

" See Burl Noggle, "The Origins of the Teapot Dome Investigations," The 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, Vol. XLIV (Sept., 1957). 

" Florence Kling Harding to Mrs. Fall, Feb. 15, 1924, Fall Family Papers. 
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Dome have been eternally bound together, and this relationship has 
been reviewed again every four years. The Republicans have out- 
lived the worst effects of Teapot Dome, but as long as the Demo- 
crats can use it to identify the Republican Party with corruption, 
and certainly as long as Herbert Hoover lives, Teapot Dome will 
live in political folklore for the use of spellbinding keynoters and 
other Bryanesque orators in political conventions and on campaign 
platforms. 
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